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A NOTE ON THE IPF ALGORITHM WHEN 
THE MARGINAL PROBLEM IS UNSOLVABLE 
CLAUDIO A S C I AND M A U R O P I C C I O N I 
In this paper we analyze the asymptotic behavior of the IPF algorithm for the problem 
of finding a 2 x 2 x 2 contingency table whose pair marginals are all equal to a specified 
2 x 2 table, depending on a parameter. When this parameter lies below a certain threshold 
the marginal problem has no solution. We show that in this case the IPF has a "period 
three limit cycle" attracting all positive initial tables, and a bifurcation occur when the 
parameter crosses the threshold. 
Keywords: contingency tables, hierarchical models, partial maximization algorithms 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The Iterated Proportional Fitting (IPF) algorithm has the purpose of constructing 
solutions to the marginal problem. This consists in constructing joint contingency 
tables with certain specified marginal tables [1], [5]. This problem arises in vari-
ous instances in statistics, for example for the computation of maximum likelihood 
estimates for log-affine hierarchical models [2], [3], [6]. 
The IPF algorithm produces a sequence of contingency tables through the cyclic 
application of "fitting operators" T{ which impose to the contingency tables a fixed 
marginal n{ over the subset C; of the variables, for i = l,...,r. A minimal re-
quirement is that the family {n.}i=1 2 r is compatible, i.e. by marginalizing nt. 
and n̂ . over d D Cj the same table is obtained. When {Ci,C2, ...,C r} are the 
cliques of a triangulated graph (whose corresponding hierarchical model is then 
called a decomposable model) ordered in a suitable way, one iteration cycle of the 
IPF from a suitably chosen initial table (e.g. the uniform one) allows to solve the 
marginal problem for any compatible family of positive marginal contingency tables 
{nJi=l,2 r-
The simplest example of non decomposable model is given by the subsets C\ = 
{1,2}, C2 = {2,3}, C3 = {1,3} of three variables {1,2,3}. The corresponding 
marginal problem consists in the construction of three-way contingency tables with 
all the pair marginals fixed. The easiest example which illustrates nicely the possible 
lack of solutions to the marginal problem is obtained by imposing all 2 x 2 marginals 
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nx , n2, n3 equal to the following 2 x 2 contingency table 
Oe(*.Í) = \ I _ 
г = j 
Let us check for which values of e there exists a 2 x 2 x 2 joint contingency table 
n with all 2 x 2 marginals equal to a e . It is easy to see that n must be symmetric 
and 
' n ( l , l , l ) = - n ( l , l , 0 ) + e 
< n ( l ,0 ,0) = - n ( l , l , 0 ) + | - e , (1) 
^ n(0,0,0) = n( l , l ,0) + 2 e - \ 
from which: 
max ( 0, - - 2є J < n( l , 1,0) < min (є, - - є ) . (2) 
For any n ( l , l , 0 ) satisfying (2) the other entries of n can be obtained from (1) 
and symmetry. If n( l , 1,0) is strictly inside the above interval the table n is positive. 
Therefore, for \ < e < \ , there exist infinitely many positive contingency tables 
2 x 2 x 2 with the required marginals. For e = | the unique solution left is degenerate 
(i.e. has some zero entries) and it is given by the following table m 
m(0,0,0) = m ( l , l , l ) = 0 
m{i,j,k) = \ V {i,j,k)ф (0,0,0), (1,1,1) 
(3) 
whereas for e < | the marginal problem has no solution. 
The purpose of this note is to analyze the behavior of the IPF for this family of 
examples, starting from positive initial tables. It is natural to look at these initial 
tables, since a zero in the positive initial table is preserved in all the iterations, so it 
may lead to discard a priori the solutions to the marginal problem. It turns out that 
the algorithm exhibits a bifurcation at the critical point e = | . In fact for larger 
values of e, the algorithm converges to a positive solution of the marginal problem, 
which depends on the original table. All these solutions collapse into the single 
degenerate table m when e = jjr, to which the algorithm converges independently of 
the positive starting table. For smaller values off: the limit behavior of the algorithm 
is a cycle through three different degenerate tables, which are obtained one from the 
other through a corresponding cyclic shift of the coordinates. Thus it is seen that 
the bifurcation breaks the symmetry of the marginal problem. 
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section our result is precisely 
stated. The subsequent section is entirely devoted to the proof of Theorem 2, which 
is our original contribution. 
2. THE RESULT 
Let us follow the usual convention of denoting marginal contingency tables by writing 
a + over those indices which are saturated. In this way the fitting operators over 
C\, C2 and Cs can be written as 
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If 
2 ì ( p ) ( i , І , * ) = a « ( ť , j ) ( g й й ) 
T2(p)(г,j,k) = ає(j,k)(ф^) 
П(p)(i,j,k) = ає(i,k)(g^) 
p =7Ì (p) = T2 (p) = T3 (p) 
then p is a solution of the marginal problem and conversely. The fitting operators 
Ti, T2 and T3 leave invariant the set of contingency tables with positive entries. 
Prom any such table p(°> > 0 define for n = 0,1, . . . the IPF iterations 
p ( З n + l ) = : T i ( p ( З n ) ) 
p(Зn+2) _ T-2 fø(3n+l)) (4) 
JЗn+3) T з ( P (Зn+2)ï 
If we define for p > 0 
Л(p) = log 
p(l, l , l )p(l,0,0)p(0,l,0)p(0,0,l ) 
then 
p ( 0 , 0 , 0 ) p ( l , l , 0 ) p ( 0 , l , l ) p ( l , 0 , l ) ' 
A(p) = Л(Гť(p)). i = 1,2,3. 
(5) 
(6) 
This means that the iterations of the IPF algorithm do not change the value 
of A. The following result explains the asymptotic behavior of the IPF in the case 
\ < e < \, when the marginal problem has a positive solution. It can be immediately 
obtained from the general convergence result in [6] (Theorem 4.13), whose essential 
ingredient is to consider the IPF as a partial maximization algorithm [4], 
Proposition 1. Let p(°> > 0, and \<e<\. Then lim p(n> = p ^ ( 0 ) ) , where 
p^00) is the unique solution p > 0 to the marginal problem such that A(p) = A. 
The remaining cases are covered by the following 
Theorem 2. Let 0 < e < \ and p(°) > 0. Then lim p( 3 n ) = p(°°) where 
- 6 n-++oo 
{ p < w > ( 0 ł 0 ł 0 ) = p (
o o > ( l , l . l ) = 0 
p^ï (0,1,0) = p ^ (1,0,1) = є 
p(°°> (0,0,1) = p ( o o ) (1,1,0) = -*+i-V-з«-+2e 
k p(°°> (1,0,0) = p
( o o ) (0,1,1) = -E+V-ЗE 2 +2Є 
(7) 
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Moreover lim p ( 3 n + 1 ) = r(°°) and lim p(
3 n + 2 ) = s(°°), where 
n—»+oo n-»+oo 
r^(i,j,k) = T1(p^)(i,j,k)=p^(j,k,i), (8) 
s^(i,j,k) = T2(r^)(i,j,k)=p^(k,i,j), (9) 
and 
p(°°)(i,j,k) = T3(s^)(i,j,k). 
It is p(°°) = rj°°) — s(°°) only for e = | , in which case they are all equal to m. 
For e < jjr, p(°°) is not to invariant w.r.t. cyclic shifts of the coordinates, and p(°°\ 
r(°°) and s(°°> are all different. 
Proposition 1 and Theorem 2 together show that when e decreases over the "bi­
furcation" point | (in which case a unique degenerate limit table exists) the IPF 
passes from infinitely many positive limit tables (e > | ) to a "period three limit 
cycle" of degenerate tables (e < ^) . 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Define the function 
A ( p ) - p ( 0 , 0 , 0 ) 3 - ^ b ( l , 0 , 0 ) p ( 0 , l , 0 ) p ( 0 , 0 , l ) ] ^ 
. [ p ( l , l , 0 ) p ( 0 , l , l ) p ( l , 0 , l ) p , p > 0 
With a direct computation 
A(Ti(p)) _ ^(\-sf-2s 
-2є 
(10) 
Л(p) p ( 0 , Q , + Y p ( l , 0 , + ) - - e p ( 0 , l , + ) è - в p ( l , l , + ) в 
= exp I ŞЛt£(г, j)log
 ӣє h 3 j = e x p { D ( a £ , p 1 2 ) } > 1, 
* . j 
where Pi2(*,*) = p(v>+)> since D (the Kullback-Leibler divergence) is always 
nonnegative. Arguing in the same way for T2 and T3, we get that the sequence 
|A(p(n))} is non decreasing. Moreover, since 
A (Ti(p)) = A(p) «=-> D (a , ,p 1 2 ) = 0 <=> a, = P i 2 , 
A(r i (p) ) = A(p) implies that 7\ (p) = p . Analogously, if A (T3 o T2 o Ti(p)) = 
A(p) it follows that Tx (p) = T2 (p) = T3 (p) = p, i.e. p is a solution to the marginal 
problem. Looking at the expression (10) it is easy to realize that for e G (0, | ] and 
p<°> > 0 
lim p<n>(0,0,0) = 0. (11) 
n—>-foo 
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Suppose by contradiction that there exists a subsequence p(n/y (0,0,0) > 7 > 0: 
then it must be j / n / ) ( i , j,k) > 6, V (i,j,fc) ^ (0,0,0), (1,1,1), for some 0 < S < 7; 
otherwise we could draw from p(n/) a further subsequence (unchanged for ease of 
notation) such that, for some (i,j,k) ^ (0,0,0), (1,1,1), p^ni>)(i,j,k) converges to 0, 
which implies that A(p(n/I) converges to 0, too. But this is impossible, since A(p(°') 
is positive and A(p(n/)) is nondecreasing. Now, since [5, l ] 7 x [0,1] is compact, we 
can draw from p( n / ' a further subsequence convergent to p* G [8, l ]7 x [0,1]. Since 
over this set the functions A and T;, i = 1,2,3 are continuous, by indicating this 
subsequence again by p^n/^, we have 
A (F(p*)) - A (F (lim p{niA^ 
= lim A (F(p^)) = lim A fp(n/+3)>) = sup A (p(n'+3>) 
l-»oo V / t-+oo \ / / \ / 
= lim A fp(n')) = A (lim plnA = A (p*). 
/->oo \ / y-^oo J 
By the discussion made before, this implies that F(p*) = Ti (p*) = T2 (p*) = 
T3 (p*) = p*^ and since p*(0,0,0) > 0 and e < | , the existence of such a p* is 
impossible. By exchanging 0 with 1 we can likewise prove that 
lim p ( n ) ( l , l , l ) = 0. (12) 
n—>+oo 
Next define the function 
g(x,t) = I - - e j , for 0 < x < - - £ and t > 0. 
V -w / X 1 z z 
By the definition of the IPF algorithm, for n = 0 ,1, . . . 




p(6n+3)(Q) lil)=g (p(««+-)(0,0, l),p(
6 n + 2)(0, 1, 1)) 
p ( 6 n + 4 ) ( 0 ) 1 0 ) = g ( p ( 6 n + 3 ) ( 0 ) 1 > l ) > p ( 6 » + 3 ) ( 0 j 1 > 0 ) ) 
p( 6 n + 5)(1,1,0)= g (p(6n+4)(0,l,0),p(6n+4)(1,1,0)) 
{ p(e(»+-))(l,0,0) = 5 (p (
6 n + 5 ) ( l , l , 0 ) ,p ( 6 n + 5 ) ( l , 0 ,0 ) ) . 
Furthermore by (11) and (12) the following holds: 
lim p(6") (1 ,0 ,1)= lim p(6n+1) (0,0 ,1)= lim p(6n+2)(0,1,1) = 
n - » + o o n—>+oo n—J»+OO 
lim p(6"+3) (0 ,1 ,0)= lim p(6n+4) (1,1,0) = lim p(6n+5) (1,0,0) = e. 
n-»+oo n->+oo n->+oo 
(13) 
(14) 
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Since p(6 n)(l,0,0) G [0, \ - e ] , there is a subsequence p(6 n /)(l ,0,0) convergent 
to a e [0, \ - e]. From (13) and (14) and the continuity of g, it follows 
lim p(6 n '+1)( l ,0, l) = 5 (a ,e ) . 
Z—-» + 00 
Setting 
f(x) =ø(x ,є) 
є(l - 2є) 
2(x + є) 
an 
[d / ^ = / ° ••• ° /, for i = 2,..., 6, we have 
lim p ( 6 n ' + 1 ) ( l , 0 , l ) = /(a) 
í->+oo 
lim p(6n '+2)(0,0,l) = /(2)(a) 
Z—>-+oo 
lim p(6 n '+3)(0, l , l ) = /(3)(a) 
Z-»+oo 
lim p(6n '+4)(0,l,0) = /(4)(a) 
Z—>+oo 
lim p(6 n '+5)( l , l ,0) = /(5)(a) 
Z—>+oo 
lim p(6n '+6)(l,0,0) = /(6)(a). 
Z-»+oo 
- є + V2Є - Зє2 
Moreover f^(x) = ( | - e) f i ^ is a contraction on [0, | — s], since 
/(2)/ ( x ) = Í Í _ í L < (i _ 2e)
2 < 1 
a + x ) 2 - 1 
from which f^Qk^(a) converge to the unique fixed point of f^2\ which has to be x* 
as well. By consequence x* is a limit point of {p(2n) (1,0,0)} . 
We then come to a study of the local behavior of / near x*. By a direct compu-
tation 
' • " ^ i = i—!~/o! , a < -. 
1 - £ + v 2e - 3s^ 
which implies that there exists 6 > 0 such that 
x* - S < f(x* +S)< f(x* -8)<x*+6 
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and by the pointwise convergence of g(x, t) to f(x) as t -> e there exists 7 > 0 such 
that for \t - e\ < 7 
x* - S < g(x* +S,t) < g(x* - 5,t) < x* + S. 
This allows to obtain, from the fact tha t x* is a limit point of {p ( 6 n ) ( l , 0 , 0 ) } , the 
convergence of the whole sequence, since (x* —S,x*+ S) is invariant under all g( , t) 
for \t-e\< 7. The same is obviously true for { p ( 6 n + 1 ) ( l , 0 , 1 ) } , { p ( 6 n + 2 ) ( 0 , 0 , 1 ) } , 
{ p ( 6 " + 3 ) ( 0 , l , l ) } , {p(6n+4)(o5 i?o)} and { p
( 6 n + 5 ) ( 1 , 1 5 0 ) } , whereas by exchanging 1 
with 0 and repeating the argument the same result is obtained for the sequences 
{P(
6")(o,i,i)}, {p^Ho.i .o)}, {P<
6n+2>(i.i,o)}, {p(6"+3>(i,o,o)}, {p(6"+4)(i,o,i)} 
and {p ( 6 n + 5 ) (0 ,0 , l )} . It is then immediately checked tha t this implies (7) and (8). 
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